Brand . Manufacture . Supply

Since 1977, House of Flags has been a one stop shop for all of our customer’s marketing solution needs.

At our head office in Cambridgeshire, we have our own in house print room, can hold stock and also have a dedicated installation and maintenance team. This allows us to offer shorter lead times and provide competitive prices to our customers.

We understand that all of our customers have unique requirements and pride ourselves on producing bespoke products tailored to our customer requirements. We have invested heavily in our materials and products, ensuring that we only supply the best products.

Our high quality product testing programmes, manufacturing, installations and customer support have enables us to be awarded with ISO accreditations. This helps to assure our customers of our high working standards.
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House of Flags’ new ECO Range aims to provide our customers with environmentally friendly promotional display solutions. We have listened to our customer demands to create a range of display materials and products that are all fully recyclable and environmentally friendly.

Alongside our ECO range we have invested in new machinery and equipment to reduce wastage and become more efficient. We are now also able to offer a brand new recycling service. This is one of the first recycling schemes in the UK with the ability to recycle old PVC banners.

As part of our continuous policy to improve our sustainability and reduce our carbon footprint we are always investigating more ‘green’ product options, with the aim of introducing more ECO materials and products.

RECYCLING & WASTAGE

As part of our drive to become more environmentally friendly and sustainable, we are reducing our wastage. This includes cutting down waste in production and general waste throughout the business.

We are also able to offer recycling for a wide range of our products including PVC banners and all of our flags. This is available for all of our customers. For more information on our recycling service please don’t hesitate to contact us.

ECO PACKAGING

As standard all of our ECO range products are supplied in our green packaging option. Our green packaging is a bio-based ‘green polythene’. This packaging is carbon neutral, made from sugar cane. It is 100% recyclable and made from renewable, sustainable resources.

Alternatively, our customers can choose to go completely plastic free.

200,000 tonnes of ‘Green Polythene’ = 800,000 tonne reduction in CO² emissions

Equivalent to:
Annual emissions of 800,000 cars
Annual energy consumption of 200,000 families
Our Eco Knitted Polyester is produced with 100% recycled waste. Approximately 2 bottles have been recycled to make every 1m² of fabric.

Our Eco Knitted Polyester can be used for a wide range of products including flags and banners, it is also 100% recyclable.

1 tonne of recycled bottles = 2.29 tonnes of CO² saved

Our ECO Banner material is PVC free, making it fully recyclable. Despite being half the weight of our standard PVC, our ECO Banner is equally as strong. Making it durable and effective.

When producing our ECO Banner it uses a 50% smaller carbon footprint than our standard PVC. This makes it one of the most environmentally friendly PVC alternatives currently available.

Our ECO Hand Waving Flags are made with a fully recyclable paper stick. They are partly made with FSC recycled paper. This makes them ideal for using at large scale events and celebrations, reducing the impact on the environment and the need for one time use plastics.

Stick lengths available:
• 25cm  
  Ideal for 15cm x 21cm flag
• 40cm  
  Ideal for 20cm x 30cm flag
• 60cm  
  Ideal for 30cm x 45cm flag
• 80cm  
  Ideal for 40cm x 60cm flag
House of Flags are the leading manufacturer of flags in the UK. All of our flags are produced at our head office in Cambridgeshire.

Our flags are made to meet specific requirements, including the sizes, shapes and designs. Our account managers will provide you with a personalised service and offer bespoke product solutions, ensuring you receive high quality products with fast lead times.
Custom flags are a great way to show off your promotional messages and branding. No matter what your specifications are we will be able to produce a flag that meets your display requirements.

- 40 years experience manufacturing flags
- In house production for fast turnaround times

Choose your ideal:
- Material
- Printing Method
- Size
- Shape
- Finishings
Feather flags are extremely versatile and eyecatching. We have three standard shapes, feather, teardrop and portrait as well as being able to produce bespoke shaped flags.

Choose between our three ranges, budget, standard and premium to create a feather flag that suits your display environment. You can also choose from a variety of bases. Alongside our feather flags we also offer teardrop and feather backpack flags.

Choose your ideal:
- Range
- Material
- Shape
- Base
- Size
Angled flags are a great way of promoting your business, allowing your promotional messages to be seen from a distance in areas which have limited ground space.

We can also install and maintain your angled flags as well as carry out flag change overs.

- Range of finishings
- Mirror imaged or double sided
- Choice of materials
- Installation and maintenance options
- Unique anti furl device to prevent the flag from wrapping
Show off your branding with one of our stunning sewn flags. All of our sewn flags are hand sewn in house by our highly skilled sewing team.

Our sewn flags are made to meet bespoke designs, including complicated logos, providing you with a prestigious display. All of our sewn flags are produced in house with fast turnaround times.

- Bespoke sizes
- Bespoke shapes
- Supplied ready to fly
- Made from high quality Spun Polyester
National flags conform to strict design regulations. All of our national flags are made to extremely high standards, ensuring they look impressive.

We use Spun Polyester for both our printed and sewn nationals, making sure they are durable and high quality.

We have a wide selection of national flags available ready made in stock for fast delivery.

- Printed or sewn
- Made from Spun Polyester as standard
- Supplied ready to fly
Hand waving flags are a low cost, high impact promotional tool. They are ideal for boosting crowd participation and creating an impressive atmosphere.

We can produce thousands of handwavers at a time. All of our hand waving flags are available with bespoke options, designed to meet your specific requirements.

- Fast turnaround times
- Range of materials
- Bespoke sizes
- Range of stick options
- Supplied fully assembled

ECO Options Available
Crowd flags are ideal for external events and sport matches. These giant flags help to boost crowd participation and increase support for your team. We can produce giant crowd flags, center circle flags and giant t-shirt shaped flags, designed to match your team shirts, logos and branding.

- Bespoke sizes
- Flame retardant
- Standard and bespoke shapes
- Carry straps included

Team flags are designed to increase support at sporting events and matches. Our team flags are available in three sizes and are printed using your bespoke designs. Team flags are lightweight and easy to carry. They are also a popular option for using at parades and marches.

- Three sizes as standard
- Bespoke designs
- Flame retardant
- Strap included to help carry the flag and pole
Festival Flags

Grab attention and brighten up your festival with our range of festival flags. These flags tower over the crowd to enhance festival spirit. Our range of festival flags are super strong, durable and eye catching.

- Bespoke shapes
- Choice of materials
- Supplied ready to fly

Golf & Corner Flags

Get ready for the green with our golf pin flags. These flags can be designed with your club’s emblem or company logo and branding.

These flags are also used as corner flags at sporting matches.

- Available as full sets or individual flags
- Bespoke designs and sizes available
- Choice of attachment options
We offer a wide range of nautical flags, including ensigns and code of signal flags. All of our nautical flags are produced to the highest quality, using MOD approved materials.

- Printed or sewn
- Made from Spun Polyester as standard
- Supplied ready to fly

Our racing flags are made to the highest standard. We ensure that they meet all racing regulations and guidelines, including the sizes and designs of the flags.

- Supplied as a set or individually
- Made from 115gsm Knitted Polyester
- Produced in the UK
- Adhere to all MSA regulations
- Supplied ready to fly
Table Flags

Table flags are a great way of creating a finishing touch to any display. They are a great way to promote your branding at corporate events and meetings. We offer wooden table flags and chrome table teardrop flags.

- Bespoke and national designs
- Choice of shapes and styles
- Range of bases and materials

Windsocks

Windsocks are a highly visible and reliable wind indicator, ideal for marinas and airports. Alternatively, our windsocks can be branded with your logo and marketing messages.

- Supplied in Dayglo Orange as standard
- Bespoke designs available
- Three sizes as standard
- Supplied with a swivel clip
- Alcumus Safe Contractor Installation
We are known for producing miles and miles of fantastic bunting. In a year we have produced around 433 miles of bunting, the same distance as London to Paris and back again.

You can choose from our range of stock bunting, including sale, multi-coloured and national designs. Alternatively, we can produce bespoke bunting to suit your individual requirements. All of our bunting is available with fast lead times and produced to the highest quality.
We have been offering flagpoles for over 40 years and are confident in the quality of our products. We have a wide range of flagpoles to choose from, including both temporary and permanent pole options.

Alongside all of our flagpoles we offer a professional installation and maintenance service. This helps to ensure your flagpoles are always in their best condition, providing you with peace of mind.
GRP flagpoles are high quality and are ideal for promoting your brand and display. They are available in a variety of heights and have a wide range of accessories to choose from.

• Made from glass reinforced plastic
• Can be coloured to your requirements
• Wide range of accessories
• Range of heights
• Installation and maintenance options
• Alcumus Safe Contractor assured installation team
Aluminium flagpoles, also known as showhome flagpoles, are ideal for promoting your brand. All of our aluminium flagpoles are manufactured to the highest quality and we have a range of finishes and accessories available.

- Can be coloured to your requirements
- Wide range of accessories
- Range of heights
- Installation and maintenance options
- Alcumus Safe Contractor assured installation team
Angled flagpoles are a great way of promoting your business in areas with limited ground space. We have a wide range of angled flagpole options and materials for you to choose from, ensuring that you choose a flagpole that is best suited to you.

- Range of sizes
- Variety of accessories and finishes
- Choice of materials
- Installation and maintenance options
- Alcumus Safe Contractor assured
Our forecourt flagpoles help to grab attention and are also made with hard wearing, durable materials, helping to entice customers into car showrooms.

- Interchangeable flags
- Portrait and curved options
- Designed specifically for car forecourts
- Range of heights available
- Supplied with a car base plate
Giant Flagpoles

Our giant flagpoles are a great portable flagpole option. They reach an impressive 5.4m high, making them ideal for external events. All of our giant flagpoles are made up of a water fillable base and a telescopic pole.

- Interchangeable flags
- Telescopic flagpole
- Carry cases supplied

Ceremonial Flagpoles

Our ceremonial flagpoles are made using a high quality hardwood and finished with brass. These flagpoles are ideal for both internal and external events, with the additional options of carry straps or stands available.

- 2.4m overall height
- Carry strap and bases available
- Ideal for using with sewn flags
BANNERS

We have a wide range of banner options to choose from. Our banners are printed in house at our head office in Cambridgeshire. This helps us to offer short lead times and competitive prices to all of our customers.

From PVC banners to fence scrims and building wraps we are experts in producing banners. We also have our ECO banner to help provide a more environmentally friendly display option.
PVC Banners

PVC banners are an easy, simple and effective display solution. Our PVC banners are ideal for a wide range of mounting options and are made to your bespoke specifications.

- Range of finishing options
- Bespoke sizes
- Single or double sided options
- Range of PVC options

ECO Options Available
Roller Banners

Roller banners are ideal for events and exhibitions and are highly visual. The roll up systems are portable and are supplied with a carry case, making storage and transportation easier.

- Two ranges available
- Carry case included
- Easy to assemble

Pop Out Banners

Lightweight and suitable for internal and external use, our folding pop out banners are assembled in seconds. These are a great way to show off your promotional messages and branding.

- Variety of shapes and sizes
- Lightweight and easy to assemble
- Carry case included
Free standing banner frames are a great way to show off your promotional banners. They can be single or double sided and are produced to meet bespoke specifications. We can also produce wall mounted banner frames. Helping you to make the most of your promotional display areas.

- Freestanding or wall mounted
- Bespoke sizes
- Installation and maintenance available

Café banners are a great way of segmenting areas whilst showing off your branding. We have two ranges available with a variety of sizes on offer.

- Two ranges to choose from
- Choice of banner materials
- Single or double sided
- Interchangeable banners
- Simple assembly
We offer a wide range of banner arms, allowing you to mount your banners onto most types of posts and walls. Our banner arms are ideal for showing off your branding in high footfall areas.

- Variety of banner arm options
- Interchangeable banners
- Single or double sided banners
- Range of sizes
- Installation and maintenance available
Fence covers and scrim are a great way to showcase your brands and promotional messages. It is a low cost alternative to hard signage, and is ideal for using at events. We offer individual fence covers, rolls of fence scrim and heras fence scrim.

• Bespoke sizes
• Digitally printed for fast turnaround times
• Easy to assemble
• Choice of materials
• Reusable
Seat Covers

Seat covers are a great way of covering large areas of seating or covering individual seats. All of our seat covers are produced to bespoke specifications, including the size, shape, designs and finishings.

- Range of materials
- Bespoke sizes
- Finished with Velcro or eyelets as standard

Building Wraps

Turn your building into your advertising space with our building wraps and scaffold banners. Building wraps help to hide construction work whilst showing off your promotional messages and branding on a massive scale.

- Bespoke sizes and shapes
- Durable and strong
- Alcumus Safe Contractor assured installation available
Hanging banners are a versatile and simple display solution. They are ideal for promoting events, product launches and promotions. Our hanging banners are fully customisable with a number of different hanging options.

- Range of materials
- Bespoke sizes and shapes
- Single or double sided
- Interchangeable banners
- Range of hanging options
We have a wide range of event products and display stands that suit both internal and external events. Our events range helps you to stand out from the crowd and grab attention from customers and event attendees.

All of our event products are high quality and produced to meet your unique artworks and designs.
Fabric tension display stands are versatile and ideal for internal events or creating display backdrops. These display stands are lightweight, making them easy to transport and store.

- Single or double sided covers
- Simple to assemble
- Interchangeable covers
- Lightweight aluminium frames
- Carry cases included
Our fabric tension frames are a great display option. They can be produced to any size and can be used for a wide range of display purposes. We offer free standing, hanging and wall mounted options, making sure you can create a display that suits your unique requirements.

- Interchangeable covers
- Simple to assemble
- Range of mounting and display options
- Bespoke sizes
- Internal and external options
Lightboxes create an impressive display. We offer both edgelit and backlit lightboxes, allowing you to create a display that suits your requirements. All of our lightboxes feature your bespoke designs and are made to your unique sizes.

- Bespoke sizes and shapes
- Single or double sided
- Interchangeable covers
- Hanging, free standing or wall mounted
Fabric tension hanging displays are an impressive promotional tool. They use otherwise wasted ceiling space, making them ideal for exhibitions and internal events. Our fabric tension hanging displays are available in three shapes and in a range of sizes.

- Interchangeable covers
- Simple assembly
- Variety of shapes and sizes
- Installation available
Pop up display stands are a great way to make an impression at any event, exhibition or conference. They are easy to assemble, and feature fabric covers which are easy to store and transport. We also offer the wheeled counter case which is designed to be used as a counter and also a carry case which can carry a pop up display stand frame.

- Range of sizes and shapes
- Single or double sided
- Interchangeable covers
- Easy to assemble
Inflatable Arches

Inflatable arches are ideal for external events. They can be used for entrances and exits or start finish lines. All of our inflatable arches are printed to meet your bespoke designs. We offer a wide range of shapes and sizes, making sure your inflatable arch suits your display requirements.

- Variety of sizes and shapes
- Pump included
- Reusable and durable

Race Gates

Race gates are a great alternative to inflatable arches. They are ideal for using at sporting events and races, creating impressive start finish lines. Our race gates are printed in house and can be single or double sided.

- Two sizes available
- Easy to assemble
- Single or double sided
Our custom printed gazebos are a great way to promote your business. They are ideal for using at external events. Not only do gazebos show off your branding, they also provide a shelter from the weather. All of our gazebos feature interchangeable walls and are easy to assemble.

- Range of sizes
- Easy to assemble
- Interchangeable walls and canopy
- Printed to meet bespoke designs

Our Pitch wedges are designed to be displayed along the edges of your pitch, showing off sponsors or club branding at sporting events and matches. Pitch wedges are made with a foam core and can feature a cover made from fabric or PVC.

- Bespoke designs
- Covers printed in house
- PVC or fabric options
We have a wide range of signage to choose from, including internal and external signage. We also have a wide range of large signage and temporary signage for you to choose from.

Whatever signage you need we will be able to provide you with a solution, helping you to promote your brand and promotional messages effectively.
Hoarding boards create a professional branded look on any construction or work site. We can produce small and large amounts of hoarding boards and also offer an installation service, ensuring your hoarding boards look impressive and grab attention from passers by. Hoarding boards are ideal for showing off your site plans and branding.

- Bespoke designs
- Professional installation
- Corrosion resistant
Panel and post signs are one of our most popular types of signage. They are ideal for providing directional signage and showing off your branding. All of our panel and post signs are produced to bespoke sizes, with a choice of posts.

- Bespoke sizes and shapes
- Durable, strong and corrosion resistant
- Alcumus Safe Contractor assured installation available
Cut out lettering is a great way to show off your promotional messages and branding. We can produce cut out lettering from a range of signage materials, and produce lettering for both internal and external display areas.

- Bespoke designs
- Internal and external display options
- Variety of materials
- Alcumus Safe Contractor assured installation available
Building Signs

Building signs are a great way to create a strong first impression to customers and visitors. They allow you to brand your buildings, showing off your logos and branding. All of our building signs are produced to bespoke specifications and are printed to meet your unique designs.

• Bespoke designs
• Bespoke sizes
• Durable
• Alcumus Safe Contractor assured installation available

Internal Signs

We offer a wide range of internal signage, including a range of different materials. Internal signage is ideal for reception signs and directional signage.

• Range of materials and styles
• Bespoke sizes and shapes
• Alcumus Safe Contractor assured installation available
Swing signs are a durable and cost effective marketing tool. They can be moved and repositioned with ease, and feature interchangeable sign panels, allowing you to easily update your promotional messages.

- 10KG sturdy base
- Durable steel frame
- Interchangeable sign panels
- Double sided display

Temporary signage is ideal for events and short term promotions. We have a range of temporary signage materials, including foamex and correx. All of our temporary signage is made to bespoke specifications, including the design, shapes and sizes.

- Bespoke designs
- Range of materials
- Bespoke sizes
We offer a full office refurbishment service, helping you to brand your office or workplace. Redesigning your office can help improve the atmosphere and staff motivation, whilst also creating a more professional branded look.

Our specialist design team will help you to design and create the best design for you. We will then produce and install all of your office refurbishment designs, ensuring they look impressive.
Custom wallpaper is a great way of showing off your brands and images. Custom wallpaper can also hide damaged or unsightly walls, creating a professional looking office that stands out.

All of our custom wallpapers are produced in house using our advanced digital printers. This makes sure that your designs are crisp and show off vivid colours. No matter what size wall you have we will be able to produce wallpaper that covers it.

We offer a wide range of interior graphics, including window graphics, floor graphics, ceiling graphics and wall graphics. All of our graphics are produced in house to meet your bespoke specifications and designs.

Our window graphics are also a creative way of adhering to glass manifestation regulations.

Finishing touches such as canvas prints and interior signage are a great way of completing your office refurbishment. We can produce a wide range of interior finishing touches, helping you to achieve your office refurbishment visions.
Vehicle Graphics

We can produce and fit a wide range of vehicle graphics and wraps for a wide variety of vehicles. From printed vinyls to cut vinyls we can help you brand your vehicles and show off your promotional messages.

Vehicle graphics are proven to be an effective promotional tool, increasing the audience who see your marketing. We can help you to design your graphics as well as install them professionally.
Full vehicle wraps cover the whole vehicle. We offer full vehicle wraps for a wide range of vehicles including cars and vans.

We can provide printed vinyl full wraps or cut vinyl full wraps, giving you the freedom to create a wrap that meets all of your requirements and design specifications.

Our partial wraps cover up to half of a vehicle. We can partially wrap a variety of vehicles, helping you to show off your branding and promotional messages.

Partial vehicle wraps are a great way to stand out from the crowd and get your promotional messages noticed. We can fit any design or style, making sure your partial wrap matches your requirements.

Vehicle graphics are a great way of branding your vehicles. We offer a range of different styles to suit your design requirements. All of our vehicle graphics are professionally installed to a high standard. Our graphic designers are also on hand to help you create a design that suits your requirements and vehicle.

01480 861 678 salesupport@flags.co.uk www.flags.co.uk
Alongside our products we also offer a wide range of services to our customers. We pride ourselves on being a one stop shop, providing our customers with a complete service as well as the manufacture and supply of our products.

Our services include installations, graphic design and stock holding. Helping our customers get the most out of their promotional displays.
We have an in house professional installation team who are Alcumus Safe Contractor accredited. We can provide professional installations for a wide range of our products, ensuring they look impressive and are safe.

Alongside our installs we also offer a wide range of maintenance contracts. From flag change overs to flagpole maintenance, our professional team will ensure your display products are kept in their best condition.

At our head office in Cambridgeshire we produce our products in house. We have in house print, sewing and design teams, allowing us to offer competitive prices with faster lead times. As we produce in house we can also ensure the quality of our products is always high.

Our graphic design team are also able to offer graphic design services to our customers. This includes creating print ready artworks.

We have large warehouse facilities allowing us to hold stock for our customers. This is ideal for customers who work with franchises or have multiple offices across the UK. We also provide online buying portals, making it easier for you to keep track of what you have in stock and for your company divisions to order promotional display products as and when they need them.